
Man on the Moon 
Teacher’s Notes

1.  Put students in A/B pairs sitting back to back, with Student A facing the screen. Display the photo on page 2.  

2. Tell Student A to describe the picture to Student B, who should draw it. Set a time limit of two minutes.  

3. When the time’s up, Student B compares their drawing with the image on the screen. Board vocabulary that came up. 

4. Now Student B faces the screen. Display the photo on page 3 and repeat steps two and three with Student B describing to Student A. 

5. Get all the Student A’s to move round and sit with a new Student B. Tell them to compare the photos and say how the people might be feeling and 

get some feedback. (You may want to follow this up with some practice of expressions that are useful for part 2 of the First and Advanced speaking 

exams or part 3 of the Aptis speaking test.)  

6. Ask all the Student A’s to sit with a new Student B. Say that the images come from the same story and display page 4. Students work in pairs to tell 

a story connecting the two images (and hopefully incorporating the vocabulary from step 3). When they’ve finished, regroup the students so that 

they tell their story to a new partner. 

7. Now play the video from the beginning to 01:30 (no sound). Were there any similarities between students’ stories and the advert? 

8. The last thing we saw in the video was the arrival of a Christmas present. Display the question on page 5 for students to discuss. If you want to 

stick to First/Advanced rules, give them two minutes. If not, let them go on a bit longer. 

9. Stop them and tell them they have one minute to decide which would be the best present for the man on the moon. Find out which was the most 

popular and play the advert until the end (no sound) to see how many people chose the same present. 

10.Now it’s time to choose some music. Display the question on page 6 and repeat steps 8 and 9. 

11. Finish off by playing the whole advert with the sound on. The song is a cover version of the Oasis song Half the World Away. It’s sung by the 

Norwegian artist Aurora and you can send students the link to the song on lyricstraining. Ask students what they thought of the advert and song. 

12.Finish off by showing them this parody of the advert. Pause at 01:26 and ask students to predict the ending.

Video   John Lewis Christmas Advert 2015
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tiqxn3iOmxY
http://lyricstraining.com/play/aurora/half-the-world-away/HbW8nMdiRb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB_C2eOQG9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuz2ILq4UeA
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What are the advantages and disadvantages of giving the 
man on the moon these Christmas presents?

a piece of art

a Star Wars Millennium 
Falcon construction kit

a voucher for a ride 
in a hot air balloon

a donation to his 
favourite charity

a telescope

a tablet
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What are the advantages and disadvantages of using 
these kinds of music in the advert?

a piece of 
classical music

a traditional Christmas carol
a specially written song by a an 
established singer-songwriter

a cover of a pop song performed 
by a little-known singer

something 
catchy
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